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1. Introduction {#advs437-sec-0010}
===============

With natural evolution for millions of years, organisms have achieved multifunctional and sophisticated structures, textures or patterns spontaneously for survival, of which the unparalleled advantages have inspired the biomimetic synthesis of materials and structures in recent years. By imitating the specific hierarchical structures and synthetic process of the corresponding organisms from nanoscale to microscale, scientists have synthesized various materials with special structures and novel properties,[1](#advs437-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#advs437-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#advs437-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#advs437-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#advs437-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} such as ultrastrong and stiff layered composites inspired by nacre,[6](#advs437-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#advs437-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#advs437-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#advs437-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#advs437-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#advs437-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#advs437-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} high adhesion materials,[13](#advs437-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs437-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and other special biomimetic materials.[15](#advs437-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#advs437-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#advs437-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#advs437-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#advs437-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#advs437-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#advs437-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Taking advantage of the wisdom of natural organisms, smart materials with improved properties have been prepared and used in many fields. Lotus root, a common vegetable, has unique structure of many parallel channels penetrating itself. Moreover, the parallel multichannel structure maintains in lotus petioles, which connects the lotus root and leaves to form an expedite space (**Figure** [**1**](#advs437-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a, inset). This structure significantly enlarges the contact area and keeps low flow resistance which could effectively promote air (CO~2~, O~2~) and moisture (H~2~O) exchange with external environment while reduces the weight of lotus root itself (Figure [1](#advs437-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a). It is an ideal structure model with low density, high porosity, and low flow resistance, which is promising to be applied in bone tissue engineering (Figure [1](#advs437-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b). The regeneration of large bone defects is still a major clinical challenge. Implantation of synthetic porous scaffolds into large bone defects is an expected approach for guiding and stimulating the formation of new bone tissue.[22](#advs437-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#advs437-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} In addition, vascularization plays an important role in the process of new bone formation. It is known that blood vessels are initially formed as endothelial cells organizing into microtubes. Previous studies demonstrated that microfluidic system, a set of microchannels, can be used to induce endothelial cells to form rudimentary vasculature in vitro.[24](#advs437-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#advs437-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} It has been indicated in previous studies that incorporating parts of channels through 3D scaffolds could promote oxygen/nutrient perfusion and induce tissue ingrowth along these channels.[26](#advs437-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#advs437-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that materials with lotus root‐like structure (multichannel) possess better angiogenic and osteogenic bioactivity for the regeneration of large bone defects (Figure [1](#advs437-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b). The 3D printing technique, which shows distinct advantages in preparing porous scaffolds with designed macropores for bone regeneration, has drawn much attention in recent years.[28](#advs437-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#advs437-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#advs437-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#advs437-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#advs437-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#advs437-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#advs437-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} However, until now, most of 3D printing scaffolds are stacked by solid struts without channel structure (Figure [1](#advs437-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c--f). This simple structure limits the delivery of oxygen and nutrition and further the formation of new bone tissue in the center of defects.[35](#advs437-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#advs437-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#advs437-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Meanwhile, although many 3D printing bioscaffolds with high porosity were prepared for tissue regeneration, these micropores in scaffolds cannot form channel structure, hindering the formation of rudimentary vasculature and interior new bone tissues.[38](#advs437-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#advs437-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#advs437-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#advs437-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Considering the benefits of hollow‐channel materials to vascularization and inspired by the advantages of the unique structure in lotus root, we fabricated the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials with parallel multichannels structure via a modified 3D printing strategy (Figure [1](#advs437-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d--g; Figure S1, Supporting Information) in this study. The physicochemical properties of the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials could be effectively controlled and the lotus root‐like structure could be applied as a passageway to support cell delivery and the formation of new blood vessels and bone tissue in the inner of materials (Figure [1](#advs437-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b). We emphatically explored the preparation and properties of the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials in tissue engineering in comparison with traditional 3D scaffolds. It is believed that the prepared lotus root‐like biomimetic materials will be ideal materials for cell delivery and tissue regeneration.

![The feasible applications and fabrication of lotus root‐like biomimetic materials inspired by lotus root microstructure. a) The schemata of the functions of lotus root microstructure and the same microstructure in lotus petiole (the inset). b) The schemata of the application in tissue regeneration of lotus root‐like biomimetic materials. c) Traditional 3D printer nozzle with simple shell structure, d) the embedded structure of the modified 3D printer nozzle inspired by lotus root microstructure and e) 3D printing process. f) The traditional 3D printing scaffolds packed by solid struts. g) The lotus root‐like biomimetic materials packed by struts with different numbers of channels.](ADVS-4-na-g001){#advs437-fig-0001}

2. Results and Discussion {#advs437-sec-0020}
=========================

2.1. Fabrication and Characterization of the Lotus Root‐Like Biomimetic Materials {#advs437-sec-0030}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore the function of lotus root‐like structure in the biomimetic materials, we prepared biomimetic scaffolds with different numbers of channels: 1 channel‐struts‐packed scaffolds, 2 channel‐struts‐packed scaffolds, 3 channel‐struts‐packed scaffolds, and 4 channel‐struts‐packed scaffolds (named as 1CSP, 2CSP, 3CSP, and 4CSP scaffolds, respectively). Traditional solid struts‐packed (TSSP) scaffolds were prepared as control materials. Using this printing strategy, we directly prepared the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials at one go‐off with different raw materials including inorganic ceramic, metal, and polymer materials (**Figure** [**2**](#advs437-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a). The biomimetic materials of different chemical compositions have various morphology and properties (Figure S2, Supporting Information). We can prepare the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials with different shapes (i.e., cube, disk, and rod) to satisfy various research requirements (Figure [2](#advs437-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b; Figure S3, Supporting Information). The number and size of channels and the dimension of struts can also be well controlled (Figure [2](#advs437-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c; Figure S4, Supporting Information). In this study, silicate‐based bioceramic, akermanite (AKT, Ca~2~MgSi~2~O~7~) was chosen as representative biomaterial to prepare lotus root‐like biomimetic scaffolds owning to its good biocompatibility with bone marrow stromal cells according to our previous work.[28](#advs437-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#advs437-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#advs437-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}

![Morphology regulation and control of the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials. a) Biomimetic materials of different chemical compositions (e.g., ceramics, metal, and polymer) with lotus root‐like structure can be prepared by the modified 3D printing strategy. b) 3D micro‐CT images of biomimetic materials with different shapes (i.e., cube, disk, and rod) and different numbers of channels (e.g., 4CSP representing four channels in one strut). The shapes of biomimetic materials can be well controlled by the predesigned programs for 3D printing. c) The number and channel size can be well controlled by designing corresponding nozzle with embedded structure.](ADVS-4-na-g002){#advs437-fig-0002}

As shown in the optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images in **Figure** [**3**](#advs437-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a,b and Figure S5 (Supporting Information), all the scaffolds are packed by struts (Ø1.5 mm) with different numbers of channels (Ø400--600 µm). The SEM image in Figure [3](#advs437-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c, optical microscopy images in Figure S6 (Supporting Information), and micro‐CT images of vertical section in Figure [2](#advs437-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b all indicated that the channels in lotus root‐like structure were completely open as compared to TSSP scaffolds without round channels. The surface microstructure of the channels in the sintered biomimetic scaffolds is dense (Figure [3](#advs437-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}d). X‐ray diffraction (XRD) analysis indicates that sodium alginate and Pluronic F‐127 which were used as the binder of bioceramic ink, showed no obvious effects on the final crystal phase composition of lotus root‐like bioceramic scaffolds, which maintains pure crystal phase of Ca~2~MgSi~2~O~7~ (JCPD 79--2425) (Figure [3](#advs437-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}e). Generally, 3D scaffolds prepared by ink‐jet 3D printing technique are packed layer by layer. We adjusted the packing patterns by writing corresponding program to 3D printing system and prepared three kinds of biomimetic scaffolds with different packing patterns (i.e., cross packing pattern, quartet close packing pattern, and hexagonal close packing pattern) (Figure [3](#advs437-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}f; Figure S7, Supporting Information). With the increase of channels, the total porosity, and specific surface area significantly increased. The channel numbers can observably influence the specific surface area of the sintered scaffolds. In addition, both the channel numbers and packing patterns showed obvious impacts on porosity and compressive strength of the sintered scaffolds. The 4CSP scaffolds with cross packing pattern obtained the highest porosity of up to 80% while the porosity of TSSP scaffolds with the same packing pattern was only 58%. The biomimetic scaffolds with hexagonal close packing pattern had the best compressive strength (range of 30--46 MPa) but lower porosity than scaffolds with other two packing patterns (Figure [3](#advs437-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}g,h). The specific surface area of 4CSP scaffolds (3.86 ± 0.39 × 10^−3^ m^2^ g^−1^) was twice higher than that of TSSP scaffolds (1.40 ± 0.05 × 10^−3^ m^2^ g^−1^, Table S1, Supporting Information). Thus, much more surface area was available in the biomimetic scaffolds for cell and tissue attachment. The porosity, specific surface area, and mechanical strength of lotus root‐like biomimetic scaffolds can be well controlled by modulating the channel number or packing patterns, which is of great importance to satisfy the different mechanical requirements for human body. Therefore, we realized the controllable preparation of the biomimetic materials in both chemical compositions and physical structures.

![Characterizations of biomimetic silicate‐based bioceramic (Akermanite, (AKT), Ca~2~MgSi~2~O~7~) scaffolds with lotus root‐like microstructure. a) Optical microscope and b) SEM images show the lotus root‐like biomimetic structure. The materials are packed by struts (Ø1.5 mm) with different numbers of channels (Ø400--600 µm). c) SEM image for cross‐section showing that the hollow channels are completely open. d) SEM image for the inner surface microstructure of the channels. e) XRD analysis demonstrating the pure crystal phase of silicate‐based bioceramic scaffolds. f) Packing patterns (i.e., cross packing pattern, quartet close packing pattern, and hexagonal close packing pattern) have significant influence on the g) porosity and h) compressive strength of the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials. Porosity and mechanical property can be well controlled by predesign of packing pattern and number of channels. (*n* = 5, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.)](ADVS-4-na-g003){#advs437-fig-0003}

2.2. In Vitro Bioactivity Analysis of the Lotus Root‐Like Biomimetic Materials {#advs437-sec-0040}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The porous architecture and the porosity of the scaffolds play a critical role in promoting nutrient diffusion, blood vessel ingrowth, and tissue regeneration.[36](#advs437-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#advs437-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} A potential application of the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials is bone regeneration. In this study, rabbit bone marrow stem cells (BMSCs) were seeded on the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials (1CSP, 2CSP, 3CSP, and 4CSP) with TSSP group as control. The attachment and morphology of BMSCs on the struts\' surface of TSSP group and biomimetic groups were observed by SEM and confocal laser scanning microscopy (**Figure** [**4**](#advs437-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a--e; Figure S8, Supporting Information). As shown in Figure [4](#advs437-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a,b and Figure S8a (Supporting Information), all scaffolds support BMSCs attachment and the cells closely adhere to the scaffolds by numerous filopodia after 3 d of culture. It is found that BMSCs adhere not only on the outer surface but also on the inner surface of lotus root‐like channels. As shown in Figure [4](#advs437-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c--e and Figure S8b (Supporting Information), the cytoskeleton of BMSCs adhering on the scaffolds was stained in green with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) after culturing for 3 d. The confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) images demonstrated that BMSCs not only attached uniformly on the surface of the scaffolds but also penetrated into the channels and attached on the walls of lotus root‐like structures (see Movies S1--S3, Supporting Information). More BMSCs were delivered in the biomimetic groups than that of TSSP group. The amount of the delivered BMSCs showed positive correlation with the number of channels in the biomimetic groups. In addition, with increasing number of hollow channels, biomimetic materials showed significant improvement on cell initial attachment at hour 8, 16, and 24 and proliferation activity at day 3 and day 7 (Figure [4](#advs437-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}f,g). The lotus root‐like structure in the biomimetic materials may be beneficial for enhancing oxygen and nutrient distribution in the inner of scaffolds. The lotus root‐like channels of the biomimetic scaffolds can be used for delivering cell and nutrition in tissue regeneration.

![BMSCs cultured in TSSP, 1CSP, 2CSP, 3CSP, and 4CSP‐AKT bioceramic scaffolds for different time periods. a,b) SEM images of BMSCs attached in the channels of biomimetic scaffolds after culturing for 3 d. b) BMSCs adhered on the scaffolds via numerous filopodia as shown by the yellow arrows. c--e) The CLSM images for the morphology and cytoskeleton of BMSCs on the surface of struts and channels in TSSP, 1CSP, 2CSP, 3CSP, and 4CSP scaffolds after culturing for 3 d. d) Surface magnified image and e) 3D image shows that BMSCs penetrated into channels and attached on the inner walls of channels. f) The amount of adhered BMSCs after 4, 8, 16, and 24 h culturing and g) the proliferation activity of BMSCs in different scaffolds after 1, 3, and 7 d of incubation respectively, detected by the CCK‐8 assay. The initial adhered cells and their proliferation activity enhanced with the increase of the channel numbers in the biomimetic scaffolds. (*n* = 6, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.)](ADVS-4-na-g004){#advs437-fig-0004}

2.3. In Vivo Bioactivity Analysis of the Lotus Root‐Like Biomimetic Materials {#advs437-sec-0050}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the effect of lotus root‐like biomimetic scaffolds on the vascularization and bone regeneration, the rat muscle model and rabbit calvarial defects model were applied to evaluate both the angiogenesis and osteogenesis processes. Four weeks after implantation in the rat muscle, samples were perfused by microfil to label the blood vessels and taken for undecalcified sections, partial sections were stained with DAPI (a specific coloring agent to stain cell nucleus into blue) to detect the bioactivity of biomimetic scaffolds, other unstained sections were used to detect the newly formed blood vessels. The DAPI‐stained sections showed that the channels throughout the struts in biomimetic materials were filled with cells (**Figure** [**5**](#advs437-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a; Figure S9a, Supporting Information). The perfused microfil in the channels could be clearly detected in the histological images by different colors (blue filate tissues represent blood vessels, see Figure [5](#advs437-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}b,c). In the histological images, many blood vessels could be found in the lotus root‐like channels of the biomimetic groups while there were no blood vessels in TSSP group due to its solid struts (Figure S9b, Supporting Information). These results demonstrate that the lotus root‐like structure in the scaffolds enhances the angiogenic process at the early stage of tissue regeneration. In addition to the rat muscle implantation model, the rabbit calvarial defect model was applied to testify significantly improved osteogenesis capacity of the biomimetic materials as compared to the TSSP group. More newly formed bone tissue was observed in 3CSP group compared with 1CSP and TSSP groups after 12 weeks of implantation in the 3D micro‐CT images. The images of calvarial defect\'s surface showed that the bone defects in 3CSP group healed well and the peripheral bone grew tightly with the scaffolds, as compared to that of 1CSP and TSSP groups (Figure [5](#advs437-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}d). The micro‐CT images of cross‐sections showed that newly formed bone tissues had grown into the channels (Figure [5](#advs437-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}e). Besides, Van Gieson\'s staining results displayed that the newly formed bone tissue in the TSSP group was mainly detected in the periphery of the defects, while more newly formed bone was mainly detected in both the periphery and center of the bone defects in 1CSP and 3CSP groups, especially in the 3CSP group after implantation for 12 weeks (Figure [5](#advs437-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}f; Figure S10, Supporting Information). Moreover, according to the quantitative analysis of micro‐CT, a significantly higher BV/TV value for new bone volume was revealed for the 3CSP (24.6% ± 3.05%) group as compared with 1CSP (16.2% ± 0.503%) and TSSP (12.0% ± 1.17%) groups at week 12. Under a histomorphometric assay, the higher percentage of new bone area was observed in the 3CSP group (19.55% ± 2.88%) compared with 1CSP (7.41% ± 1.43%) and TSSP groups (4.27% ± 0.939%) at week 12 (Figure [5](#advs437-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}g). Therefore, this lotus root‐like structure can successfully induce blood vessels and new bone tissues to grow into the inner of the biomimetic materials and effectively promote the bone defect healing. The lotus root‐like biomimetic materials present better angiogenic and osteogenic stimulatory capability than traditional 3D printing scaffolds according to in vivo bioactivity analysis.

![Characterizations of the lotus root‐like biomimetic scaffolds to enhance in vivo angiogenesis in rat muscle implantation and osteogenesis in rabbit calvarial defects. a) Fluorescence image of histological sections of biomimetic scaffolds stained with DAPI. b,c) The sections from microfil‐perfused samples were used to detect the new blood vessels, b) optical microscope image of 3CSP biomimetic scaffolds with blood vessels perfused by microfil, c) the magnified image of blood vessels (in blue) in the lotus root‐like structure. d) Typical 3D reconstruction micro‐CT images of the edges between materials and rabbit calvarial defects, and e) micro‐CT cross‐section images of rabbit calvarial defect regions (red for new bone tissues, green for materials). f) The undecalcified histological sections stained with Van Gieson\'s picrofuchsin, newly formed bone tissues (in red) can be well observed (blue arrows point to the new bone). g) Micro‐CT reconstruction analysis of the volume ratio of the newly formed bone to the defect regions (BV/TV) and histological morphometric analysis of the area of the newly formed bones in the whole defect regions at week 12. The 3CSP biomimetic materials showed significantly improvement in bone regeneration as compared to 1CSP and TSSP materials. (*n* = 6, \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.)](ADVS-4-na-g005){#advs437-fig-0005}

3. Conclusions {#advs437-sec-0060}
==============

Inspired by the root of the natural lotus plant, we successfully prepared the biomimetic materials with lotus root‐like structure via a modified 3D printing strategy, which breaks the limitation of traditional 3D printing method. We are able to prepare the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials with different raw materials including ceramics, metal and polymer. Furthermore, their shape, packing pattern, porosity, specific surface area, mechanical property, and the lotus root‐like structure (the size and number of hollow channels and the size of struts) can be well controlled. Our results suggest that the porosity and specific surface area could be distinctly improved in the biomimetic materials. Compared to traditional 3D printing materials, the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials significantly improved in vitro BMSCs attachment and proliferation as well as in vivo osteogenesis and angiogenesis, indicating that the lotus root‐like biomimetic materials are more suitable for cell delivery and regeneration of large bone defects.

4. Experimental Section {#advs437-sec-0070}
=======================

*Materials*: The AKT (Ca~2~MgSi~2~O~7~), Ca, Mg, and Si‐containing bioceramic powders were synthesized by a sol--gel process using tetraethyl orthosilicate ((C~2~H~5~O)~4~Si, TEOS), magnesium dinitrate hexahydrate (Mg(NO~3~)~2~·6H~2~O), and calcium nitrate tetrahydrate (Ca(NO~3~)~2~·4H~2~O).[44](#advs437-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} The other ceramic and metal (ZrO~2~, Al~2~O~3~, and Fe) powders were purchased from Kunshan Chinese Technology New Materials Co., Ltd. In order to avoid blockage of the printing nozzle during the 3D printer working, the synthetic powders were ground to a particle size less than 74 µm by sieving through 200 meshes. To prepare the printable ink, 3.50 g of corresponding (AKT, ZrO~2~, Al~2~O~3~, and Fe) powders was mixed with 0.10 g of sodium alginate powder (Alfa Aesar) and 1.54 g of Pluronic F‐127 (20 wt%) (Sigma‐Aldrich) aqueous solution and then stirred until homogeneous paste was achieved.

*Design and Preparation of 3D Printer Nozzles and Printable Ink*: To design new printing nozzle for lotus root‐like biomimetic materials, different numbers of parallel needles were embedded into traditional nozzle and the number of needles embedded in the nozzle matched to the number of channels (embedded 1, 2, 3, and 4 needles for 1CSP, 2CSP, 3CSP, and 4CSP scaffolds, respectively). Simultaneously, a hole was bored through the center of every embedded nozzle to make sure the inks could be ejected out smoothly (Figure S1, Supporting Information). To prevent severe deformation or collapse of channels during the printing process, in this study, certain amounts of sodium alginate (2.0 wt%) and Pluronic F‐127 polymer solution (e.g., 20 wt%) with the under‐printed powders (ceramic/metal/polymer powders) were applied to prepare the inks with suitable rheological characteristics and mechanical stability.

*Fabrication and Characterizations of the Lotus Root‐Like Biomimetic Materials*: The 3D printing system was developed by Fraunhofer IWS (Dresden, Germany) based on the Nano‐Plotter device from GeSiM (Grosserkmannsdorf, Germany). After the scaffolds were printed, the ceramic and metal scaffolds were dried overnight at room temperature and then sintered at suitable conditions (AKT 1350 °C for 3 h, ZrO~2~, and Al~2~O~3~ 1520 °C for 3 h, Fe 1300 °C for 3 h in Ar atmosphere) to remove the sodium alginate and F‐127 phases, and the ceramic and metal particles were densified to form the final lotus root‐like biomimetic materials with certain longitudinal shrinkage and volume shrinkage. The raw polymer biomimetic materials of sodium alginate went through freeze drying process via a freeze drying machine (SRK, GMBH, Germany) to form the final scaffolds. The lotus root‐like materials still maintained the designed biomimetic structures, including macropores (outside of the struts) and open channels (inside of the struts), despite 15--25% longitudinal shrinkage and around 22--58% volume shrinkage occurring for the whole materials after high temperature sintering or freeze drying (Table S2, Supporting Information). The morphology of the sintered materials with different physicochemical properties was observed by optical microscopy (S6D, Leica, Germany). The 3D images of biomimetic materials were reconstructed by micro‐CT (SKYSCAN1172, SKYSCAN, Belgium). The macropore and microstructure of the sintered scaffolds were characterized by SEM (JSM‐6700F, JEOL, Japan). XRD (D8ADVANCE, Bruker, Germany) analysis indicated that alginate and Pluronic F‐127, as the solution of bioceramic ink, have no obvious effect on the sintered crystal phase composition of AKT bioceramics. The compressive strength of the obtained materials (10 × 10 × 15 mm) with different packing patterns and porosities were tested using a computer‐controlled universal testing machine (AG‐I, Shimadzu, Japan) at a cross‐head speed of 0.5 mm min^−1^. Five samples were tested for each kind of scaffold. The porosity was measured by Archimedes\' principle, a liquid displacement method.^\[45\]^ In brief, the ceramic scaffolds were first dried at 100 °C overnight, weighed, and marked as *M* ~1~. Then, the ceramic scaffolds were immersed in water and placed under vacuum until no bubbles appeared. The weight of the scaffolds with water‐filled pores was marked as *M* ~2~. Finally, the ceramic scaffolds were immersed in water, and the buoyant weight was marked as *M* ~3~. The porosity (*P*) was calculated using Equation [(1)](#advs437-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} $$P = \left( {M_{2} - M_{1}} \right)/\left( {M_{2} - M_{3}} \right) \times 100\%$$

*In Vitro Bioactivity Analysis of the Lotus Root‐Like Biomimetic Materials*: BMSCs were isolated from the femurs of rabbits (one month old) and cultured in Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium (DMEM, HyClone, China) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Invitrogen) and penicillin--streptomycin (Invitrogen). For the evaluation of cell attachment, BMSCs were seeded in the lotus root‐like biomimetic scaffolds and TSSP scaffolds at an initial density of 1 × 10^4^ cells per scaffold and placed in 24‐well culture plates for culture. After incubation for 3 d, the scaffolds were rinsed with phosphate‐buffered saline (PBS) and fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde. The additional glutaraldehyde was removed by washing with PBS, followed by sequential dehydration in graded ethanol (30, 50, 70, 90, 95, 100, and 100 v/v%). The specimens were dried in hexamethyldisilazane for 30 min before SEM analysis. To observe the cells attached in the interior of the scaffolds, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde solution and permeabilized in 0.1% Triton‐X‐100, and stained with FITC‐labeld Phalloidin solution (stock solution in methanol diluted in 1:100, Cytoskeleton Inc., USA) at room temperature for 45 min. Finally, after a brief PBS wash, DAPI solution (5 mg mL^−1^) was added for counterstaining cell nucleus. Confocal images were obtained on a confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica TCS SP8). CCK‐8 assay was performed to assess the initial attachment and proliferation activity of BMSCs. Briefly, BMSCs were seeded in the lotus root‐like biomimetic scaffolds and TSSP scaffolds in 24‐well culture plates and cultured for 4, 8, and 16 h and 1, 3, and 7 d. The growth medium was replaced by culture medium with CCK‐8 (1 mL, *V* ~CCK‑8~:*V* ~DMEM~ = 1:9) at each time point for 30 min. The absorbance was measured at λ = 450 nm in a microplate reader (Epoch microplate spectrophotometer, BioTek Instruments, USA). All the results are presented as optical density values minus the absorbance of blank wells.

*In Vivo Bioactivity Analysis of the Lotus Root‐Like Biomimetic Materials*: All experiments were performed in compliance with the relevant laws and institutional guidelines, and the Animal Care and Use Committee of Shanghai Jiaotong University approved the experiments. All animal experiments and the related experimental protocols, used in the present study, were approved by the Animal Care and Experiment Committee of the Ninth People\'s Hospital. To evaluate both of angiogenesis and osteogenesis processes, all total of 15 white rats and 9 New Zealand white rabbits (male, 12‐month‐old average) were taken for the model and rabbit calvarial defects model. At week 4 after the rat muscle implantation, the rats were sacrificed and perfused with microfil (Flow Tech, Carver, MA, USA). All samples were extracted and immersed in 10% buffered formaldehyde solution for 48 h and then dehydrated and embedded in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) for preparing the undecalcified sections. The tissue sections were made using a microtome (Leica, Nusseloch, Germany). Without staining, the sections were observed under a microscope to record the blue microfil for new blood vessels. And then, the sections were stained with DAPI (a specific coloring agent to stain cell nucleus into blue) to detect the amount of cells growing into the lotus root‐like structures. Nine New Zealand white rabbits (male, 12‐month‐old average) were taken for the rabbit calvarial defects implantation. After the general anaesthesia, an incision was made on the skull, and then the surface periosteum and Ø10 mm bone defects were completely removed from the both side of the skull, respectively, using electric drill. Three kinds of 3D printed scaffolds (disk, Ø10 × 3 mm), including 1CSP scaffold, 3CSP scaffold and TSSP scaffold, were implanted into the calvarial defects (*n* = 6). After the implantation for 12 weeks, these rabbits were sacrificed and the samples were extracted for bone regeneration evaluation. First, the samples were scanned by the Micro‐CT device and reconstructed into the three dimensional images to display the gross morphology. Afterward, the samples were dehydrated and embedded in PMMA. The undecalcified sections were made using a microtome (Leica, Nusseloch, Germany) and stained with the Van Gieson\'s picrofuchsin dye. On the stained sections, the percentage of the newly formed bone area in the whole defect regions was calculated.

*Statistical Analysis*: All data were displayed as the mean ± standard deviation. The statistical analysis was performed using an SAS 8.2 software. Results were analyzed for significance (\**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001) by Student\'s *t‐*test (two groups) or one‐way ANOVA followed by Tukey\'s post hoc test for multiple comparisons.
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